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Abstract— Multi-label sentence classification is a very popular technique to categorize text into several classes now-adays. The classification process may vary based on the type of text used such as tourist review, crime data, weather
forecast data, accident data, airline services etc. Text data has become an important part of data analytics thanks to
advances in natural language processing that transform unstructured text into meaningful data. Individuals utilize
online different websites, pages, portals etc to express their interests, opinions or reviews regarding the user
experience they had while using any product or services. And majority time the reviews of the users in the online
world serves as references and recommendation for other user’s weather to use the particular product or not based on
positive and negative reviews of the same product or service. We would be using a combination of Word2Vec and
Glove which we suppose individually is powerful natural language processing techniques for sentiment analysis on
tourist data. Here With this dissertation we would like to focus more on the problem that similar words cause during
the processing of text, in the proposed work we will be more focused words that are used in similar ways to result in
having similar representations, naturally capturing their meaning along with positive and negative review
classification using machine learning.
Keywords— Natural Language Processing, Glove, Word 2 Vec , Word Embedding , Text Mining, Vector Space
Model.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the world of large database, the small text mining is being done with the help of the morphological relations or
method to take out the features which we needed . To take the small data feature which we needed is being done by the
text miming method. As sentiment analysis is very much important in the field of Big data mining for the Reviews for
the recommendation of places[7]. An Creation of resources for subjectivity analysis, sentiment analysis (opinion mining)
and emotion detection It is very much necessary to mine the reviews for the further processing of place recommendation.
In the NLP (Natural language processing it is very much necessary to learn the machine by the prediction of the target
value (word) through neural network of the artificial intelligence[11]. The words , sentences, phrases are present in the
form of vectors in the lexicon standard dataset[1]. The vectors are transformed into the low dimensional through
dimension reductionality and also the one-hot encoding is applied every vector in form of matrix on low dimensionality.
The scalar having real values and vectors values are assigned.. It is contextual, semantic and syntactic mining of text
which identifies and extracts subjective information in source material and helping a business to understand the social
sentiment of their brand, product or service while monitoring online conversations[8]. It is the automated process of
understanding an opinion about a given subject from written or spoken language. On the pre-processed data set vectors
the ‘skip- gram’, ‘continuous bags of words’ and ‘glove’ models are being applied to train the given reviews data sets[5].
“Global matrix method “for vector space model is used[15]. All the near neighbours words in the form of the vectors are
mapped to vectors of real numbers to the predicted ones known as ‘Word Embedding’. Hence, the polarity is given to
the reviews in the form of whether the words are positive or negative by categorizing them or by discrimination for the
testing . Here also the pre processing is being used for the positive words negative words and the neutral words. PCA
(Principal Component Analysis) is a classifier which looks up With the most variations. In this the data points are plotted
on 1D graph. No categorization and separation. Reduces the dimensions of data. of data is done On the basis of
classifier ,the range(threshold) is being provided for positive is “1” and for the negative is “0”. On the basis of polarity,
the intensity scores is assigned to every word which are in the form of vectors. Now , the words of vectors are been
defined that which words are in the positive category from (0.5 to 1) and in the negative category(0 to 0.5)[6].
Sentiment analysis is very important for the recommendation[7]. Sentimental analysis of reviews are very much helpful
and being applied for the enhancement and growth of each and every Businesses and organizations. It is also useful for
the product and service bench-marking, marketing intelligence[8].
II. RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES

1)

Word Embedding is the combination of Word2Vec and Glove model[13]. They word are used to process the
datasets while training. Sentiment analysis for the reviews of place recommendation using Word Embeddings[7]. Word
Embeddings are a Collective name for a set language modelling in natural language processing (NLP) for Feature
learning techniques[11].
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2)

It is used to controlled current related problem such as

1) Un usual words
2) Un quantified words, sentences
3) Noisy reviews
4) Replication of the words, phrases
3)

4)
5)
6)

Word Embeddings technique is used to give précised significant and quantified reviews for the betterment future
growth of the particular business development and more enhancement of the organization by mapping the target
word vector with the nearest neighbour word vector in the sentence or in the phrases[8]. One- hot encoding of
vector is being formed in matrix.
Tokenization, lemmatization, stop- removal words and stemming are the techniques of pre-processing the reviews.
This all techniques are being applied to the reviews so the replication of the words in datasets should occur
The positive, negative and the neutral categorization of the words in the form of vectors is being done after train or
process the data set and on the basis of the threshold which is given to the each polarity[6].
Hence, the intensity scores are been applied or assigned to each and every sentences to find whether the reviews are
positive, negative or neutral[6].
III. METHODOLOGY

Proposed Flow Analysis
To enhance the existing flow and to get the more significant quantified efficient similar words, some changes are done as
compare to existing one are as follows:-The Word2Vec and Glove method is used for the Word Embedding foe
sentiment analysis. LSTM, CNN, RNN, cross entropy, back propagation is used in the neural network. SoftMax function
is used. LDA is used for discrimination. “Stop of words” , “Tokenization” , “Lemmatization” , “ Stemming” are the
techniques used for pre-processing to give the most accurate predicted value which is similar to the target word in the
complex context of words .
Process Of Mining Sentiment Analysis :Sentiment analysis is used to mine the reviews for the further processing of place recommendation[7]. In the NLP
(Natural language processing ) the words are converted into the “binary” and “ternary” form for the machine learning in
artificial intelligence[14]. The words, sentences, phrases are present in the form of vectors in the lexicon standard
dataset. Complex contextual words are also used.” It is contextual, semantic and syntactic mining of text which identifies
and extracts subjective information in source material[7]. All the words, sentences and also the place reviews are being
pre-processed by the techniques such as ‘tokenization’, ‘lemmatization’, ‘stemming’, ‘stop-the removal of words’ .Using
NLP (Natural Language Processing). Word Embedding method is used for mapping the contextual words with the target
word through SoftMax function. LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) is a normal discriminant analysis or discriminant
function analysis used to extent the data points differ from each other. LDA
works on 2D and 3D dimensional. Separation and classification of the categories process performs. Distance and Scatter
points are important to take under consideration. Maximizes the separation know as “categories. Through LDA classifier
the Classification and categorization (threshold ‘0’ and ‘1’) of text is assigned . According to the polarity or orientation
of the opinion expressed, the classification of sentiment vectors are into positive and negative (and in some cases
neutral) partitions. Hence, the intensity scores are assigned to each sentiment vector and the sentiments will be
discriminated. More significant quantified efficient similar words having the sentiments are observed having more
accuracy through the techniques of pre- processing to give the most nearable predicted value to the accurate value.
III-A.MODEL FORM AND STRUCTURE
Word Embeddings are a Collective name for a set language modelling in natural language processing (NLP) for Feature
learning techniques[12]. Word Embedding is combination of Word2Vec and Glove model which are used in Natural
language Processing to give the morphological vectors of words in the form of the dataset of reviews to mine in Big Data
mining process[14]. Word2Vec technique is having the controlled over the unusual words and noisy words.
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Fig.1 Word Embedding Structure[13]

Fig 2. Flow diagram of proposed system
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V. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS USING CV BASED TECHNOLOGY RELATED DATA SURVEY

TABLE I: Visualization Of Neighbouring Words
Word

Neighbour

Goa
Beautiful
Goa
City
City
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Temple
Temple
Temple
Punjab
Place
Famous
Famous

Beautiful
City
City
Goa
Beautiful
Temple
Famous
Place
Punjab
Famous
Place
Punjab
Place
Temple
Golden
Temple

TABLE II: The Word 2Vec formation it shows the distance between the words

VI. EQUATIONS
Step 1. Let V = {v1,v 2,...,vn} be a set of the pre-trained word vectors.
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Step 2.

( ,

)

(2)

Step 3. The dist (vi,v j)[6] is measured by the squared Euclidean distance.
Here D, is the dimensionality.
( , )

(3)

Step 4. Based on this formula, the higher ranked nearest neighbours will receive a higher weight.
= 1/

(4)

Step 5. , We add a constraint to keep each refined vector within a certain range from its original
pre-trained vector. The objective function is thus divided as two parts:
arg min

[

(

+

,

)+

(

+

)]

(5)

Step 6. To enhance computation efficiency, this procedure is implemented using a matrix notation to update
all input word vectors simultaneously. Let Vt be the matrix of all word vectors in step t, defined as ,

(6)
.Step 7. Here, the scatter of ‘1’ (+) and ‘0’(-) are there. Now calculate the mean by finding the distance
between the two mean.
Difference between the two mean = (

(7)

Sum of Scatter
VII. APPLICATION
Offers the user a list of places that are likely of the interest to the user. Constructive criticism and suggestion helps
making both reviewer to select the place and also for the place to update w.r.t suggestion and criticism. Appropriate
analysis of such reviews always flourish the tourism industry that is one of the major source of income to Government.
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"thank Nathaniel welcoming home everything advertised clean quaint great location rest end couple long work days
near enjoyed personal meet greet"
ans =
0.5595
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
(1)
Analysis:- First of all , we have done the analysis on the big data, as we have the review of the places in the
datasets, in this paper the online review id has been considered and then further the score is assigned to particular
Review.
(2)
Conclusion:- Normally complex AI and machine learning algorithms are being used by research scholars across
the globe with NLP, as against using LDA as classifier makes the system easy and fast keeping accuracy almost intact.
System becomes less complex and fast and we have tried to generalized the system so that we can applied it to the
different platforms.
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